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RECOMMENDATION

- APPROVE

This application is referred to Development Management Committee
(DMC) as Stow Longa Parish Council’s recommendation to refuse the
application is contrary to the officer recommendation to approve the
application.

1.

DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND APPLICATION

1.1

The site the subject of the application fronts onto Kimbolton Road at
the edge of the village of Stow Longa. The site is in the same
ownership as two dwellings to the north-west which front onto The
Lane (and have recently been built on the site of 5 The Lane:
permission 16/02732/FUL refers) and part of a large pond to the
north-west.

1.2

The site is understood to have formed part of the garden of 5 The
Lane and land formerly owned with Rookery Farm which lies west
and south-west of the site. The site is almost level and is bounded by
a mix of trees, hedging and fences but the core of the site has been
mostly cleared of vegetation recently. The trees on the application
site and adjoining land to the north-west are the subject of a Tree
Preservation Order (L/TPO/361).

1.3

The application is for ‘Outline planning permission for the residential
development of 0.38 ha of land to form up to 4 dwellings including
access details and other associated works’.

1.4

Only access details are included for consideration now. All other
matters -layout, appearance, scale and landscaping -are reserved for
later, separate, reserved matters applications/consideration.
However, the proposal entails the removal of numerous trees, some
of which are associated with the new access.

1.5

The indicative layout accompanying the application suggests that 3
dwellings would front onto Kimbolton Road and 1 dwelling would be
to the rear. An indicative street scene drawing gives an indication of
the street scene to Kimbolton Road.

1.6

Means of access addresses accessibility for routes to and within the
site, as well as the way they link up to other roads and pathways
outside the site. A new vehicular access is proposed off Kimbolton
Road, a C classified road, and a new pedestrian route is proposed to
connect the 4 dwellings to The Lane by running between the two
dwellings to the rear/ north-west.

1.7

The north-eastern side of the site adjoins the south-western edge of
Stow Longa Conservation Area (CA). The site is in flood zone 1 (low
risk).

1.8

Flanking the site and fronting onto Kimbolton Road are dwellings to
the east and, on Rookery Farm, to the south-west, is a pair of semidetached cottages. West of the site is a farm yard and large
agricultural building.

1.9

The application is accompanied by:
-a Noise Impact Assessment by Cambridge Acoustics November
2018 - The report concludes that the local noise environment will not
have an adverse effect on potential future occupants of the proposed
dwellings
- a Tree survey report by RGS Arboricultural Consultants dated
February 2019 and received on 2nd April 2019,
-Preliminary Ecological Appraisal including habitat suitability index
assessment by The Landscape Partnership dated 8 March 2019
- Interim Ecological Appraisal by The Landscape Partnership May
2019.
- Ecological Impact Assessment by The Landscape Partnership dated
7 June 2019
- wheeled bin Unilateral Undertaking received on 17.6.2019
- revised location plan with the blue line indicating the applicants’ land
ownership extended to include access to the northwest pond with
GCN and show the 2 new houses to the northwest
- a revised layout (number 1102) to address Cambridgeshire County
Council Highway queries.

1.10

The application follows a preliminary enquiry from the applicant
(18/70151/PENQ Outline permission for residential development of
0.38ha of land to form up to 4 self build/custom dwellings with access,
landscaping and other associated works and an Officer reply dated
28.08.2018).

2.

NATIONAL GUIDANCE

2.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (19th February 2019)
(NPPF 2019) sets out the three objectives - economic, social and
environmental - of the planning system to contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development. The NPPF 2019 at
paragraph 10 provides as follows: 'So that sustainable development is
pursued in a positive way, at the heart of the Framework is a
presumption in favour of sustainable development (paragraph 11).'

2.2

The NPPF 2019 sets out the Government's planning policies for
(amongst other things):
* delivering a sufficient supply of homes;
* achieving well-designed places;
* conserving and enhancing the natural environment;
* conserving and enhancing the historic environment.

2.3

Self-build is defined in Annex 2.

2.4

Planning Practice Guidance is also relevant and a material
consideration.
For full details visit the government website: https://www.gov.uk

2.5

Other guidance:
BS5837:2012 Trees in relation to construction.
BS42020:2013 ‘Biodiversity — Code of practice for planning and
development’) states that surveys should be sufficiently up to date (e.g.
not normally more than two/three years old, or as stipulated in good
practice guidance).
BS 8233:2014 Guidance on sound insulation and noise reduction for
buildings
Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015 (as amended by the
Housing and Planning Act 2016)

3.

PLANNING POLICIES

3.1

National Planning Policy Framework (2019)

3.2

Huntingdonshire's Local Plan to 2036:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LP1: Amount of Development
LP2: Strategy for Development
LP4: Contributing to Infrastructure Delivery
LP9: Small Settlements
LP10: The Countryside
LP11: Design Context
LP12: Design Implementation
LP14: Amenity
LP16: Sustainable Travel
LP17: Parking Provision and Vehicle Movement
LP25: Housing Mix
LP30: Biodiversity and Geodiversity
LP31: Trees, Woodland, Hedges and Hedgerows
LP34: Heritage Assets and their Settings

3.3

Huntingdonshire Landscape and Townscape Assessment SPD 2007
includes the site in the Northern Wolds Landscape character area.

3.4

Huntingdonshire Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document
(2017):

1 Introduction: (includes 1.6 Design principles)
2.1 Context and local distinctiveness
2.2 section about small villages
2.3 Development strategy
2.5 Landscape character areas
2.7 Architectural character
3.1 place making
3.2 land use density
3.3 Placemaking and hierarchy of movement including walkable
places
3.5 part parking/ servicing
3.6 Landscape and public realm
3.7 Building Form scale, mass, delight
3.8 Building Detailing
4.4 Implementation- infill and small groups.
Local policies are viewable at https://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk
3.5

Developer Contributions SPD 2011

3.6

Annual Monitoring Report 2018 regarding housing land supply and
Self-build register

3.7

There is no conservation area character statement for Stow Longa.

4.

PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

Historic aerial photos suggest that the site was previously associated
with the adjoining farm and 1 Rookery Cottages. The original plot of 5
The Lane did not include the current application site (K 358/67
bungalow approved 11.8.1967).

4.2

1407153PENQ Demolition of existing bungalow, erection of 2 chalet
bungalows and 5 no storey houses. Latter five dwellings on the south
eastern area to be accessed from a new access on Kimbolton Roadreply 2014. Officers concluded that the site the subject of the current
application is undeveloped land outside the built-up area of Stow
Longa.

North-west of current site (5 The Lane) and over which the currently proposed
rear path would pass:
4.3

16/02732/FUL Proposed demolition of existing bungalow and garage
and erection of 2 No. 5 bedroom dwelling with garages and carports
approved 2017. Implemented. (Approved layout and plans of
16/02732/FUL are attached to this report). The application did not
include the current site.

4.4

18/70151/PENQ Outline permission for residential development of
0.38ha of land to form up to 4 self-build/custom dwellings with
access, landscaping and other associated works. The Officer reply
dated 28.08.2018 was issued whilst the tilted balance applied and
was unable to draw a clear conclusion on the principle of this
scheme. The reply advised that, until the Local Plan to 2036 was
adopted and details of the design/appearance of the development

and a revised layout were submitted, conclusions about the principle
of the development could not be reached.
4.5

18/02059/FUL Construction and formation of vehicular access for
maintenance purposes including erection of fencing and gate and
other associated works withdrawn 21.12.2018.

5.

CONSULTATIONS

5.1

Stow Longa
ATTACHED).

5.2

Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC) Highways: No objections.
(COPY ATTACHED)

5.3

CCC (as Lead Local Flood Authority): No objection. Flood zone 1.
Area not at high risk of surface water flooding. The applicant will need
to obtain ordinary watercourse consent from the LLFA for the
proposed ditch culvert prior to the commencement of the works.

5.4

Bedfordshire and Cambs Wildlife Trust: No objection to proposal/
Ecological Impact Assessment by The Landscape Partnership dated
7 June 2019 and proposed mitigation/enhancement regarding bats,
great crested newts on bats and habitats.

5.5

HDC Environmental Health: No objection regarding noise/the noise
report.

5.6

HDC Tree Officer: No objection. The removal of trees will have little
overall arboricultural impact.

5.7

HDC Landscape Officer: I would defer any comments on the latest
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal and the GCN Mitigation and
Enhancement Plan [all received 2.4.19] to the Wildlife Trust, as I am
not qualified to comment on the results of the Habitat Suitability Index
assessment for GCN which is included in the PEA.

5.8

HDC Conservation: No Objection to principle of development as
unlikely to harm setting of Conservation Area provided there is
adequate replacement tree planting.

5.9

HDC Urban Design: No objection to the principle of 4 dwellings.
However, the indicative layout illustrated by virtue of the footprint
especially of plot 1 and its proximity to No 1 Rookery Cottage, and the
parking / garaging for plot 1-2 off the driveway access creates a
cramped form of development without opportunities for replacement
tree planting. The scale and massing of the indicative dwellings
particularly plot 1 is not sympathetic to the rural character of the
village.

5.10

HDC Operations regarding bins: No Objection. All properties will
have to ensure their bins are brought to Kimbolton Road for
collection.

Parish

Council:

Recommends

refuse

(COPY

6.
6.1
6.2

REPRESENTATIONS
2 objections received from 1 The Lane and Swifts House making the
following comments:
The land lies outside the village envelope. The previous decision in
2017 stated that this land should not be built on.

6.3

Road safety-The entry to the proposed development is on a blind bend
and raises road safety issues. Local speedwatch data has recorded
that between 20-70% of drivers are over the speed limit at this
proposed point of entry. Concern about refuse collection stopping. -4
new dwellings would create a lot more traffic on an already overloaded
busy road in the village.

6.4

Conservation area (CA): The development is considered to have a
detrimental impact on the CA:
- The site sits on the boundary of the CA and so any development on
the site will be visible
- The CA boundary is defined predominantly as the frontage to the
main road running through the village. As the site has a large frontage
to the road, any development will therefore frame the entrance to the
village setting/ the visual character and appearance of the CA from the
southern approach.
- Scale, form and massing of proposed dwellings not in keeping with
local vernacular. Proposed elevation shows new dwelling with 2 x full
storey heights. This exceeds the approach to architectural character +
height of buildings that it commonplace in the CA at 1.5 storeys. The
indicative elevation shows the development at plot 1 significantly larger
in scale and height than the adjacent Rookery Cottages.
- cul-de-sac arrangement is an unprecedented pattern of development
in Stow Longa and sits at odds with the pattern of development along
Kimbolton Road which defines the character and scale of the CA.
- proposed buildings totally out of keeping in Stow Longa

6.5

4 dwellings (or 6 when combined with the adjacent development) does
not comply with Core Strategy Policy CS4 seeking Affordable Housing
"on proposals of 3 or more homes or 0.1ha, in all smaller settlements
as defined in the settlement hierarchy" (Officer comment: the Core
strategy has been superseded by the Local Plan adopted in 2019)

6.6

The proposal doesn't comply with Core Strategy identified housing
needs as there are already a significant number of large dwellings in
the village and Parish Councillors note selling difficulties, so currently
there is no demand for more large dwellings in the village and rather a
need for smaller, more low-cost housing.

6.7

The arboricultural impact assessment identifies no 3. Grade B trees will
be removed. The application should be rejected on this basis on the
following points:
- removals will provide a gap in the line of trees along Kimbolton Road.
This will harm the character/ feature of the entrance to the village and
the setting of the CA.
- the remainder of trees that will be removed are of C grade, but are 612m high. Question the grade C designation on the grounds of the
contribution that they make to the pattern of trees and detrimental
impact to the tree coverage as a whole (sum of parts rather than
individual loss argument)

- Prior to this application many trees were removed from the site. It is
likely that a significant number of grade A and B trees have already
been removed- particular significance should be given to the
remainders and retaining them.
- the arboricultural assessment report notes that tree group 6.1 will be
removed. These are classified as U grade trees, but provide an
important privacy buffer between the site and Swifts House and
contribute to the line of trees that line the conservation boundary. While
U grade, local policy states that where U grade trees provide a positive
contribute to amenity, then steps should be taken to retain wherever
possible. The application proposed two garages to be placed in the
location of tree group 6.1 therefore this amenity will be lost.
- While tree replacement will be considered as part of the landscape
strategy, it does not identify that trees of the same scale, height and
appearance will be provided. As the trees on site are mature then the
replacement of these with smaller, new trees will result in an overall
negative impact on the character of the street frontage.
-concern about previous tree removal and impact to wildlife. Photos
and plans with application are before redevelopment of 5 The Lane
6.8

Daylight/Sunlight Concerns:
- No daylight or sunlight assessment has been submitted as part of this
application. The application should be rejected as insufficient
information has been provided to effectively determine the application
on the basis of:
- The larger dwelling in plot 1 will overshadow the residential amenity
at Rockery Cottage. Evidence should be provided to ensure that loss of
daylight cause by the dwelling on Rockery Cottage is within BRE
guidance for both the internal spaces and external amenity, resulting in
a detrimental impact of the quality of space at Rockery Cottage
- The arboricultural report identifies that the trees to be retained along
Kimbolton road are tall (6-12m) with low crown coverage (1.5m min).
As these line the road and provide the southern frontage to the site, no
consideration has been given to the impact these trees may have on
the quality of light to the proposed dwellings. Evidence should be
provided to ensure that the quality of light that these new dwellings will
receive is policy compliant in providing good places for people to live.
- all gardens are north facing and overshadowed by tall proposed
dwellings or tall trees to east and west and therefore should be
assessed for daylight/sunlight quality.

6.9

Other matters:
- Site location plan is wrong- does not show two new houses.
- Footpath through the site: According to the application letter this won't
be public. Who maintains it? Is it appropriate? Providing access to the
two new dwellings could increase risk of crime.
- What is land west of plot 4 for, who maintains it? Clarity should be
sought on this. This is a potential further development opportunity.
- The developer has already prepared the ground for building works
and there are building materials stored at two places on the land.
-concern surface water impacts including with ditch crossing.
-fires have been lit on site and left unsupervised- concerns re
danger/poor management (Officer comment: these are not planning
matters)

7.

ASSESSMENT

7.1

The report addresses the principal, important and controversial issues
which are in this case:
• Principle of 4 dwellings in terms of settlement policy
• Impact on the character and appearance of the area/ settlement
as a whole and setting of the conservation area designated
Heritage Asset *Impact on TPO trees
• Access/Highway Safety/Traffic/Parking
• Residential amenity of neighbours and future occupiers
• Ecology/ biodiversity.
Principle of 4 dwellings in terms of settlement policy

7.2

The first issue to consider is if the site is in the built-up area of Stow
Longa or not.

7.3

When the application was first validated, the application was advertised
as a departure from the Development Plan at that time which
comprised of the 1995 Local Plan, Local Plan Alterations 2002 and
2009 Core Strategy. However, since then, the new Local Plan to 2036
has been adopted as the Development Plan and this has revised the
approach to the assessment of the built-up area.

7.4

The built up area is defined at para 4.84 of the Local Plan as:
‘A built-up area is considered to be a distinct group of buildings that
includes 30 or more homes. Land which relates more to the group of
buildings rather than to the surrounding countryside is also considered
to form part of the built-up area’.

7.5

The table at para 4.85 provides guidance on the interpretation of areas
to be included in the built-up areas and the site the subject of the
current application is considered to fit the following criteria:
‘Individual plots and minor scale development opportunities which
would provide infill and rounding off opportunities on land which is
physically, functionally and visually related to existing buildings, taking
account of any environmental development constraints subject to the
exclusions’ in the table such as
-‘Open spaces which extend into the countryside and are not well
contained by strong boundary features, or primarily relate to the
countryside in their use, form or character’. In this case the site is
considered to be’ well contained by strong boundary features’ ie the
perimeter landscaping
- Undeveloped land that affords important views from a public vantage
point to or from a conservation area connecting the area to its
countryside setting. (To protect the character of a settlement and
maintain the integral relationship between the settlement and its
countryside context land which offers or facilitates visual connections
between designated heritage assets and their countryside setting is
excluded from the built-up area to protect its role in providing a
transition between the settlement and the countryside). In this case, it
is considered that as long as adequate space is retained to allow the
trees to be retained or replaced and space around them and the
proposed buildings to be retained), the countryside setting is not

critical to the significance of the conservation area or to views to and
from the conservation area.
7.6

The implementation guidance in the second column of the table at para
4.85 advises that open spaces can form an integral part of the built-up
area and its character and they ‘must have buildings on at least two
sides and have a clear physical and visual relationship with the built-up
area rather than any adjoining countryside.’ These criteria are
considered to be met as the site has buildings on three sides and the
road on the fourth and the site is considered to have a clear physical
and visual relationship with the built-up area rather than any adjoining
countryside.

7.7

The implementation guidance in the second column of the table at para
4.85 advises for minor scale development opportunities that ‘Pockets of
undeveloped land exist in some locations which relate to nearby
buildings. Often well contained by existing hedgerows or tree belts, the
character of such land is influenced by the buildings such that it is not
perceived to be part of the surrounding countryside but relates primarily
to the built form of the settlement. Small parcels of land such as this
can offer opportunities for organic growth of settlements’. In this case it
is considered that for some years the site has had the appearance of
being the rear garden of the now-demolished bungalow of 5 The Lane
with access to the site only available via the grounds of 5 The Lane
(and now the two replacement dwellings) and well contained by the
perimeter landscaping. This land is not part of an agricultural field nor
does it visually have any connection to the agricultural land and open
countryside surrounding the village. The site is considered to meet the
suggestion in the table that ‘Small parcels of land such as this can offer
opportunities for organic growth of settlements’.

7.8

The applicant has agreed to the inclusion of a path to connect the three
dwellings to The Lane which will help the development to be linked
better with the village. It is considered that this visually contained site
should be treated as being in the built-up area as defined in the
Huntingdonshire's Local Plan to 2036 (Adopted 15th May 2019)and
that the proposal is therefore not a departure from the Development
Plan.

7.9

The proposal then has to be considered against the NPPF and the
criteria of Policy LP9. Paragraph 78 of the National Planning Policy
Framework encourages suitable development in small settlements,
stating: “To promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing
should be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural
communities’…. ‘Where there are groups of smaller settlements,
development in one village may support services in a village nearby.’
Para 4.89 of the Local Plan states: ‘In addition to allocated sites,
residential development of any scale may be acceptable where it can
be successfully integrated within the built-up area of the existing
settlement. ‘ Para 4.102 states: Growth can help support a living,
working countryside capable of adapting to changing needs.
Development in Small Settlements will typically comprise smaller sites
providing a range of opportunities for small builders and those wishing
to build or commission their own homes’.

7.10

Policy LP9 states:
‘A proposal that is located within a built-up area of a Small Settlement
will be supported where the amount and location of development
proposed is sustainable in relation to the:
a. level of service and infrastructure provision within the settlement;
b. opportunities for users of the proposed development to access
everyday services and facilities by sustainable modes of travel
including walking, cycling and public transport;
c. effect on the character of the immediate locality and the settlement
as a whole.’
LP9c is considered in the next section of the report but with regards to
LP9a and b: Stow Longa has no shops or services other than a church
and a network of public rights of way which provide recreation routes.
The village has very limited public access to public transport with bus
400 running a circular route from Huntingdon through to the
surrounding villages such as Kimbolton and back to Huntingdon. This
only runs on weekdays at 7.50, 11.08 and 14.28 with one bus back
from Huntingdon arriving at Stow Longa at 18.30.

7.11

Therefore the settlement has few services and so the future occupiers
will mainly need to rely on private motor journeys to access shops,
most services and employment opportunities. However, it is considered
that, as only 4 dwellings are entailed, the amount and location of
development proposed is sustainable in relation to the level of service
and infrastructure provision within the settlement. Kimbolton is
approximately 3km away from the site and therefore reasonably
accessible and convenient from Stow Longa and has a number of
services and amenities including a Medical Centre, Primary School,
convenience store, cafés and public houses (which serve food) and
other shops and services such as Beauty Salon, Hairdressers and a
Dental Practice. Spaldwick is approximately 2km away and has a
Public House, primary school, church and service station/cafe.

7.12

To sum up, it is considered that the proposal for up to 4 dwellings with
a new access on the site is acceptable in principle, being in
accordance with the NPPF and Policy LP9a and b, and that it
represents a sustainable development which would in a modest way
help to enhance the vitality of the village of Stow Longa itself and
nearby villages, subject to the appropriate consideration of the other
main issues in this report. The proposal would contribute dwellings to
the local housing stock and support construction jobs which also help
weigh in favour of the proposed development.
Impact on the character and appearance of the area/ settlement as
a whole and setting of the conservation area designated Heritage
Asset

7.13

The proposed access to Kimbolton Road and the development
proposals will result in tree loss and the introduction of an access into
views from the road, which is one of the approaches to the village. The
impact on the trees is considered more fully in the following section of
the report. However, it is considered that the access road is of a design
and layout that would be in keeping with the area. A new path from the
site, which is to run between the two houses to the north-west, is also
considered to be in keeping with the area.

7.14

Stow Longa contains a mix of architectural styles and materials of
dwellings although they are relatively traditional in design and
proportion often of 2-storey and 1.5-storey appearance, with a simple,
flat front and rear/ side additive elements. The dwellings to either side
of the site, which front onto Kimbolton Road, are modest in height, with
two floors of accommodation and in a variety of designs, positions and
plot sizes. The two new dwellings to the rear of the site are larger and
more uniform in design (the approved layout and plans of
16/02732/FUL are attached in the ‘green papers’ at the end of this
report).

7.15

It is considered that the indicative layout with 3 dwellings fronting onto
Kimbolton Road and 1 dwelling behind shows that there is adequate
space to secure 4 dwellings of a variety of sizes with garages and
unobtrusive parking in generous plots with adequate space and
landscaping around the buildings and varied plot shapes and sizes to
fit in well with the surrounding area.

7.16

Layout (other than access), appearance, scale and landscaping are
reserved for later consideration. It is considered that the indicative
layout (other than the access details) and indicative street scene
should be excluded from approval at this stage as they indicate
inadequate space for replacement tree planting along the boundary
south of the dwelling on plot 1, and inadequate space for replacement
tree planting north-east of plot 3’s dwelling and garage and east of plot
4’s garage. In addition, the street scene drawing is unsatisfactory as it
indicates a uniform ridge height for the 3 frontage plots, which is higher
than the ridge of Rookery Cottages. The appearance of the dwellings
should be enhanced at reserved matters stage with more variety and
for example, a less dominant dwelling on Plot 1 than is shown on the
indicative elevation drawing with more space to separate it from
Rookery Cottages, a smaller frontage and perhaps subservient
elements to the side to break up the massing of the dwelling. These
changes would help the scheme to reflect the character and
appearance of the existing varied development in the area and the
village as a whole.

7.17

With regards to the impact on the setting of the conservation area (CA)
and views into and out of the CA, it is considered that the loss of trees
and shrubs will harm the setting of the CA initially. However, this harm
can be mitigated in the longer term by replacement trees and
landscaping by condition. In addition, the Conservation Team Leader
does not object to the proposal, although the indicative layout should
be excluded from approval to secure more space from any proposed
buildings to the north-east boundary of the site (the CA boundary) and
reduce the impact of the development on the CA and views into and
out of the CA.

7.18

It is therefore concluded that, subject to suitable tree retention,
replacement perimeter landscaping and a suitable layout, scale and
appearance of a high design quality, with sympathetic external
materials, the proposal is likely to have a neutral effect on the setting of
the CA as a designated heritage asset.

7.19

To sum up, it is considered that the access position is acceptable and
there is adequate space to secure 4 dwellings on the site and
adequate space around them to have a neutral effect on the setting of

the conservation area and comply with Policy LP9c of
Huntingdonshire's Local Plan to 2036 (Adopted 15th May 2019) by
having a satisfactory ‘effect on the character of the immediate locality
and the settlement as a whole’ and comply with policies LP11 , LP12
and LP34.
Impact on TPO trees
7.20

The proposal entails the removal of numerous trees the subject of the
Tree Preservation Order (TPO).

7.21

The Council’s Tree Officer, advises that, individually, the trees the
subject of the TPO are of variable merit, but as a site based tree
population they are important as they provide an attractive natural
framework to the site and the help soften the impact of any
development, especially when the trees are in leaf.

7.22

The Tree survey report by RGS Arboricultural Consultants assesses
the quality of the trees to be removed as follows:
-along the road frontage for the access and visibility splays: 3 moderate
quality B trees (T6 lombardy poplar, T8 common ash and T9 common
ash) and one elm T7 which is classified u as unsuitable for retention as
in’ terminal decline.’)
-on the north-east side: T1 and group G6 (U category)
-on the southern part of the site: T12 and groups G2 and G3 (all C low
quality).

7.23

It is considered that the proposed tree removals are acceptable but that
some trees will need to be replaced, for example, on the north-east and
south-east edges and more centrally within the site to preserve the
setting of the CA, character of the site and neighbours’ outlook. The
replacement landscaping can be conditioned but the indicative layout
should be excluded from approval as it suggests that parts of the
proposed buildings would be too close to the north-eastern and
southern site perimeters, which would result in the development being
unduly intrusive and out of keeping with the character and appearance
of the area. It is also likely to be necessary to set the frontage dwelling
on plot 3 further back than shown on the indicative layout to leave a
broader open area between the house and the canopy of Tree T3 to
avoid potential pressure from future occupiers to lop or fell the tree and
overcome potential concerns about shading, overhanging branches,
leaf drop and undue overbearing effects.

7.24

To sum up, it is considered that the proposed development can
achieve a satisfactory relationship to the retained TPO trees, subject to
conditions to secure the tree protection measures proposed in the RGS
report, control trenches in the root protection areas and exclude the
indicative layout. In addition, a landscaping scheme supplementing/
replacing the perimeter landscaping and front boundary landscaping
and introducing a mix of trees including fruit trees can reinforce the
rural appearance and minimise the potential intrusion of the
development, helping to integrate it into its setting.
Access/Highway Safety/ Traffic/Parking

7.25

The proposed vehicle access and vehicle to vehicle visibility splays are
in accordance with the posted speed of the road (30mph) and

achievable within the public highway and land edged red and
supported by the County Highways Authority.
The access is
considered to be safe and suitable for the traffic generated by a
scheme of up to 4 dwellings. There is adequate space to secure
suitable on-site car parking and turning and cycle parking.
7.26

There is scope to provide a privately maintained path on the applicant’s
land between the two neighbouring dwellings in order to link the 4
dwellings to The Lane and the rest of the village. This should be
secured by condition as there is no path along the Kimbolton Road
frontage and to avoid requiring a more visually intrusive frontage path
which may have adverse impacts on the frontage trees and approach
to the CA.

7.27

To sum up, the proposal is considered to be acceptable in terms of The
are considered to be acceptable in terms of Access/Highway Safety/
Traffic/Parking and conditions can secure the details of the design,
construction and position and maintenance of the path connecting the
proposed dwellings to The Lane and the details requested by County
Highways such as access details, visibility splays and provision of onsite car parking and turning.
Residential Amenity of neighbours and future occupiers
* Neighbouring properties

7.28

A key issue is the effect on the amenities of the neighbours, Swifts
House (the rear of the house and its rear patio are set close to the site
boundary), and April Cottage to the north-east and the two newly built
dwellings to the north-west and 1 Rookery Cottage to the south. The
access is far enough from the neighbours to avoid adverse effects and
preserve the setting of the CA, character of the site and neighbours’
outlook.

7.29

A future detailed scheme would need to include proposed buildings of
a suitable bulk and scale, dimensions to the boundaries with the
neighbours and information on existing and proposed site levels and
finished floor levels. However, it is considered that the site is large
enough to accommodate 4 dwellings and gardens, a new road, a path
to The Lane, the associated activity and disturbance, space to retain
the trees and provide replacements for the landscaping that is to be
removed without unduly harmful impacts on the neighbour amenity due
to overshadowing, loss of privacy, loss of light, overbearing effects and
adverse impact on outlook. The neighbour seeks trees of the same
scale, height and appearance as the trees to be removed but it is
considered that it would be unreasonable to require this.

7.30

As this is an outline application and layout is a reserved matter, it is not
necessary to undertake a daylight or sunlight assessment at this stage.

7.31

The proposed path will result in additional activity and disturbance
between the 2 newly built houses and their gardens north-west of the
proposed development and in The Lane eg from the future occupiers
and pedestrian and cyclist visitors. However, it is considered that the
use of the proposed path will not cause undue loss of amenity to the
neighbours.

7.32

The development is considered to be acceptable in impact on
residential amenity of neighbouring properties.
* Residential Amenity of future occupiers of the development

7.33

It is considered that a development of up to 4 houses can provide good
amenities for the future occupiers of the proposed dwellings. The
disturbance from noise from the farm building has been assessed by
the Environmental Health Officer as being acceptable. It may be
appropriate to set the frontage houses further back so that they are
less shaded by the frontage trees.

7.34

The development is considered to be acceptable in impact on
residential amenity of neighbouring properties. The proposal is
considered to be in accordance with Policy LP14 of the Local Plan to
2036.
Ecology/biodiversity

7.35

Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
2006 requires all public bodies to have regard to biodiversity
conservation when carrying out their functions and in exercise of its
functions the Council is also required to have regard to the
requirements of The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations
2010 (as amended). The application has had regard to the best
practice guidance of BS42020:2013 'Biodiversity. Code of practice for
planning and development'.

7.36

Key points in the Preliminary Ecological Appraisals by The Landscape
Partnership which accompany the application are that:
- there are many ponds in the area and 3 have great crested newts
within 500m of the site but the pond 6 immediately west of the site did
not have great crested newts at the times of survey,
- there is a need for on-site mitigation prior to construction and other
works such as designing and managing/ maintaining an area east of
pond 6/ west of plot 4,and enhancing the area and pond 6 for great
crested newts
- there is a need for on-site mitigation for potential bird and bat roost
disturbance
- further surveys for bats would be beneficial once a final layout has
been decided
-enhancements to pond and land habitats with retention of existing
trees compensation for losses with strengthening of the boundary
features through planting of berrying shrubs and trees and
-small scale species enhancements such as bat boxes and hedgehog
tunnels to secure a proposal with a Neutral-Minor Beneficial impact on
wildlife.

7.37

It is considered that adequate regard has been paid to protected
species (especially breeding birds, bats and great crested newts) and
their habitat and that the development (including tree works) can be
approved subject to conditions set out in the Ecological Impact
Assessment by The Landscape Partnership dated 7 June 2019
including securing a method statement for great crested newts and bat
mitigation with each Reserved Matters application.

Other Matters:
Wheeled bins
7.38

The application is accompanied by a satisfactory wheeled bin unilateral
undertaking (UU). The UU would provide a financial contribution
towards the provision of wheeled refuse bins for the new dwellings.
The proposal would generate a need for such facilities and the
provision of a contribution is supported by policy LP4 of
Huntingdonshire's Local Plan to 2036 (Adopted 15th May 2019), which
cites waste recycling facilities as part of the suite of aspects the
Council would seek contributions for within a planning obligation, and
section H.11 on page 40 of the Developer Contributions SPD 2011
which clearly refers to the costs being directly related to the individual
dwellings (although the precise costs have been updated since 2011).
The contribution is necessary and is not a tariff-based obligation and
meets the tests set out in 122 of The Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010 and paragraph 56 of the NPPF 2019.

7.39

Two examples of appeal decisions where an Inspector agreed that a
UU was reasonable are application references 16/00386/FUL
APP/H0520/W/16/3163989 (para 20) dated 23rd March 2017 and
18/00301/FUL APP/H0520/W/18/3208304 dismissed 9th January 2019
(paras 10-14).
Servicing and wheeled bins

7.40

It is likely that the bin collection point for the development will be at the
site entrance from Kimbolton Road. Any rear plot is likely to exceed the
bin carry distance but this is not considered to be a reasonable reason
for refusing the application.
Surface water drainage

7.41

A surface water drainage scheme can be secured by condition.
Conclusion

7.42

The NPPF has at its heart the presumption in favour of sustainable
development (para 11) and requires the approval of development
proposals that accord with an up-to-date development plan without
delay.

7.43

The proposed development is considered to comply with the relevant
national and local policy as it is acceptable (as set out above)
regarding:
*Principle of 4 dwellings in terms of settlement policy
*Impact on the character and appearance of the area/ settlement as a
whole and setting of the conservation area designated Heritage Asset
*Impact on TPO trees
*Access/Highway Safety/Traffic/Parking
*Residential amenity of neighbours and future occupiers
*Ecology/biodiversity.

7.44

The access is considered to be acceptable and there is adequate
space on the site to secure a scheme with suitable reserved matters
details (appearance, layout, scale and landscaping).

7.45

8.

Taking national and local planning policies into account, and having
regard for all relevant material considerations, it is recommended that
outline planning permission be granted, subject to the imposition of
appropriate conditions.

RECOMMENDATION
conditions to include the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APPROVAL

subject

to

Approval of Reserved Matters
Time limit for Reserved Matters
Plans of reserved matters and implementation
Exclude indicative layout (apart from access) and street scene
Start limit
Up to 4 dwellings (Class C3)
Reserved matters and the indicative layout
Access from Kimbolton Road
Visibility splays
Enter, turn, leave and park
Gates set back
Path to The Lane
Tree protection during construction.
Great Crested Newt and bat mitigation
Tree and hedge works and birds
Landscaping and levels
Biodiversity enhancement
External materials
Surface water drainage
External lighting

If you would like a translation of this document, a large text version or an audio
version, please contact us on 01480 388388 and we will try to accommodate
your needs.
CONTACT OFFICER:
Enquiries about this report to Louise Newcombe Development Management
Team Leader 01480 388490

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stow Longa Parish Council <stowlongaclerk.pc@gmail.com>
06 April 2019 12:05
Lindsay, Sheila (Plan. Serv.)
Fwd: Stow Longa PC Planning Recommendations to: North Of Rookery Cottages
Kimbolton Road Stow Longa (ref 19/00464/OUT)

Hi Sheila.
It is 'detrimental' - thank you.
Sincerely
Ramune
Ms Ramune Mimiene
Clerk to Stow Longa Parish Council
24 Manchester Road
Brampton
Huntingdon
Cambs
PE28 4QF
01480 535265
stowlongaclerk.pc@gmail.com
http://www.stowlonga.org.uk/
Please note I work part time and so there may be a delay in my responding to both email and
telephone calls.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Michael Hayes <stow.longa.mgh@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Apr 5, 2019 at 6:15 PM
Subject: Re: Stow Longa PC Planning Recommendations to: North Of Rookery Cottages Kimbolton Road
Stow Longa (ref 19/00464/OUT)
To: Stow Longa Parish Council <stowlongaclerk.pc@gmail.com>
Detrimental
Sent from my iPad
On 5 Apr 2019, at 08:59, Stow Longa Parish Council <stowlongaclerk.pc@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Michael,
Hope you are well.
1

Please see Sheila's email below. What should I respond, pleasE?
Sincerely
Ramune
Ms Ramune Mimiene
Clerk to Stow Longa Parish Council
24 Manchester Road
Brampton
Huntingdon
Cambs
PE28 4QF
01480 535265
stowlongaclerk.pc@gmail.com
http://www.stowlonga.org.uk/
Please note I work part time and so there may be a delay in my responding to
both email and telephone calls.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lindsay, Sheila (Plan. Serv.) <Sheila.Lindsay@huntingdonshire.gov.uk>
Date: Mon, Apr 1, 2019 at 1:09 PM
Subject: Stow Longa PC Planning Recommendations to: North Of Rookery Cottages
Kimbolton Road Stow Longa (ref 19/00464/OUT)
To: Stow Longa Parish Council <stowlongaclerk.pc@gmail.com>
Dear Ramune
Thanks for your email.

Just one question- what is the missing word in this sentence please:

<image001.jpg>

Thanks

Sheila Lindsay
Senior Development Management Officer (South Team)
Development Services
Corporate Delivery
2

PLANNING CONSULTATION RESPONSE
Economy, Transport & Environment
To Sheila Lindsay
Huntingdonshire District Council
Pathfinder House
St Marys Street
Huntingdon
PE29 3TN

App Reference: 19/00464/OUT
Date IN : 01/05/19 Date Out : 22/05/19

Highway Development Management
Cambridgeshire County Council
West Highways Division
Stanton House, Stanton Way
Stukeley Road
Huntingdon
Cambs PE29 6PY

Contact: Robin Hobbs

RE: Application description
Proposal Outline planning permission for the residential development of 0.38 ha of
land to form up to 4 dwellings with landscaping, access and other associated works
Location: Land North Of Rookery Cottages Kimbolton Road Stow Longa
Following the provision of plan number 1102 which now indicates the site access
geometry, I confirm that I would have no further requests or objections. As indicated
previously the vehicle to vehicle visibility splays indicated are in accordance with the
posted speed of the road and achievable within the public highway and land edged
red and therefore acceptable.
The shared private access should be sealed and drained away from the highway for a
minimum of 5m wide for the first 10m.
The LPA should consider if the level of parking is suitable for the scale of the
development. Again the LPA should consider if they feel that a footpath to the north of
the site would provide any benefit to the development seeing as there is a lack of
pedestrian infrastructure within the area.
Please append the following conditions to any consent granted.

HDMC 10
Notwithstanding the provision of Class A of Schedule 2, Part 2 of the
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995, (or any
order revoking, amending or re-enacting that order) no gates shall be erected across
the approved access unless details have first been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason:

In the interests of highway safety.

HDMC 13
The access shall be a minimum width of 5m, for a minimum distance of
10m measured from the near edge of the highway carriageway.
Reason:

In the interests of highway safety.

HDMC 16
Prior to the first occupation of the development sufficient space shall be
provided within the site to enable vehicles to:
a)
Enter, turn and leave the site in forward gear
b)
Park clear of the public highway
The area shall be levelled, surfaced and drained and thereafter retained for that
specific use.
Reason:

In the interests of satisfactory development and highway safety.

HDMC 19
Prior to the commencement of the proposed use visibility splays shall be
provided each side of the vehicular access in full accordance with the details
indicated on the submitted plan No 1102
The splays shall thereafter be maintained free from any obstruction exceeding 0.6m
above the level of the adjacent highway carriageway.
Reason:

In the interests of highway safety

HDMC 26
The access shall be constructed with adequate drainage measures to
prevent surface water run-off onto the adjacent public highway, in accordance with a
scheme submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason:

To prevent surface water discharging to the highway.

INFORMATIVES
Vehicular Access
HDMI 1
This development involves work to the public highway that will require
the approval of the County Council as Highway Authority. It is an OFFENCE to carry
out any works within the public highway, which includes a public right of way, without
the permission of the Highway Authority. Please note that it is the applicants
responsibility to ensure that, in addition to planning permission, any necessary
consents or approvals under the Highways Act 1980 and the New Roads and Street
Works Act 1991 are also obtained from the County Council.
Public Utility apparatus may be affected by this proposal. Contact the
appropriate utility service to reach agreement on any necessary alterations, the cost
of which must be borne by the applicant.

Development Management Committee
Scale =1:2,500

Application Ref:19/00464/OUT

Date Created: 03/06/2019

Location:Stow Longa
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© Crown copyright and database rights 2019
Ordnance Survey HDC 100022322

Key
Site Boundary

Area of tall tussocky grassland to be
managed for wildlife through a
suitable mowing regime.

Location of pitfall traps every 20m and a refugia located between
each pitfall trap. This is to trap great crested newts and translocate
them to a suitable receptor area. These works would need to be
carried out under a Natural England licence and prior to any
construction works on site.

Location of exclusion fencing
Indicative location of pitfall traps and refugia
Hibernaculum
Existing pond
Location of tall tussocky grassland

Newt fence surrounding the construction zone.
The fence may have to be returned where the
access road is proposed. These works would need
to be carried out under a Natural England licence
and prior to any construction works on site

Location of
hibernaculum.

Enhancement of exisiting pond adjacent to
site. These enhancement will include excavation
of silt in pond. Planting of aquatic and submergent
plants suitable for great crested newts to
lay eggs on, such as water mint Mentha
aquatica, water forget-me-not Myosotis
scorpioides and brooklime Veronica beccabunga.
Coppicing of bankside trees will allow more
light to the banks of the pond.

Strengthing of the site boundary vegetation is also
proposed to strengthen the connectivity around the
site for commuting great crested newts.

B18091 The Lane, Stow Longa
Great Crested Newt - Mitigation &
Enhancements
Figure 04
Scale: 1:400 @ A3
March 2019

© The Landscape Partnership Ltd

Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey map with the permission of the controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office. Licence number: AL 100002205. © CROWN COPYRIGHT.
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